Student Publications


Faculty-Student Presentations

A total of 41 different students presented 22 unique posters, supervised 9 faculty members, at 10 local, regional, national or international conferences this conference season.

WSU Day at the Capitol

Hargrave*, A. & Russell-Stamp, M. (February, 2013). NAMI’s peer-to-peer class and its effects on mental health literacy. Poster presented at WSU Day at the Capitol, Salt Lake City, UT.

Utah Council for Undergraduate Research (UCUR)


Weber State University Research Symposium


Hargrave*, A. & **Russell-Stamp**, M. (March, 2013). *NAMI’s peer-to-peer class and its effects on mental health literacy*. Presentation at the Weber State University Research Symposium, Ogden, UT.


**Council on Undergraduate Research Posters on the Hill (Washington, D.C.)**


**National Conference for Undergraduate Research (NCUR)**


Bench*, J., Feller*, D. & **Fowler**, L. A. (April, 2013). *Auditory processing and the stress response: how the startle response and habituation may be predictors of PTSD*. Presentation accepted at the National Conferences for Undergraduate Research, La Crosse, WI.


**Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Conference (RMPA)**


Hargrave*, A., & Russell-Stamp, M. (April, 2013). *NAMI’s peer-to-peer class and its effects on mental health literacy*. Presentation at the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Conference, Denver, CO.


**Community Involvement Center Service Symposium**


**Weber State University Teaching and Learning Symposium**

**Association of Psychological Science (APS)**


**Jean Piaget Society (JPS)**


**Student-Faculty Grants**

OUR research grants:

**Fowler**: Jennifer Bench*, Daniel Feller*, Sterling Haws*, Matt Fullmer*

**Baird**: Eric Bitton*

OUR travel grants:

**Amsel**: Jennifer Killpack*

**Ashley**: Brandi Christensen*, Stephanie Porter*, Blisse Voigt*

**Fowler**: Jennifer Bench*, Daniel Feller*, Trevor Hicks-Collins*

**Faculty-supervised Community Service**

**Matthew Schmolesky**: supervised two psychology and neuroscience students (Daniel Feller and Ariel Hargrave) in offering scientific presentations on the brain at local junior high schools.

**Eric Amsel**: supervised a total of three practicum students, two (Monique Mayeda and Jennifer Chadwick) at the *Treehouse Children’s Museum* and one (Rebecca Bauer) at the *DaVinci Academy of Arts and Science*.

**Theresa Kay**: supervised 3 students (Ariel Hargrave, Stephanie Fitzgerald; Brett Bartliff) at Ogen OUTreach.

**Melinda Russell-Stamp** and **Maria Parrilla de Kokal**: supervised 12 students (Collin Atwater, Suzie Cressall, Gentry Phillips, Wendy Heninger, Antoinette Kingsford, T.J. Leydon, April Mildon, Tanner Mitchell, Lauren Nelson, Scott Ploharz, Kaylee Richards, Logan Zaring) at *Youth Impact*. 
Azenett Garza and Maria Parrilla de Kokal: supervised 7 students (Leandro Cornejo, LaChere Earl, Antoinette Kingsford, Lashelle Mann, Karen Morello, Preston Surrage, Ysenia Quintana) at OWCAP Head Start.